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Natural legacies versus squandered legacies 
 

 

Tips about the Garden City Lands “concept options” 
 

Background 

The Garden City Lands are Richmond’s central park. When Richmond council wanted large 
buildings there, the Richmond community fought to keep the Lands green. With the help of the 
Agricultural Land Commission, we won. The citizens deserve excellence that respects the 
natural legacy they saved. 

 

Bad “Options” A, B and C 

 In our view, all the “concept options” (A, B and C) for the Garden City Lands are NOT lawful. 
The park is in the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR), but the only use the park manager has 
stated for the large area of “Community Fields” is NOT an ALR use. That is NOT acceptable! 

 There is no basic plan for water management. All the bad options show uses that require a 
range of water tables. Only options that enable control of the water table (near or far from 
the surface) can be suitable, so all of the “options” are NOT acceptable.  

 One of the natural legacies of the Garden City Lands is the sphagnum bog. The bad options 
all have problems that would destroy the sphagnum bog and its benefits. NOT acceptable! 

 All the bad options include “Naturalized woodlot” beside the bog conservation area. It would 
just imitate what the Richmond Nature Park does better. Also, its leaves, seeds, etc., would 
make the sphagnum bog and its benefits harder to restore. NOT acceptable! 

 

Suggested good Option E  — E is for Excellence — now 

The suggested Option E is a perimeter trail for walking, rolling, cycling and running, plus service 
vehicle access and water management. Option E is one feature of the other options, but it can 
be done excellently NOW if the park team is allowed to draw on enough local advice from 
knowledgeable citizens. Done excellently, it is a key first step that can be started now. It puts 
an end now to years of lost time. It enables access around the Lands for everyone, and it also 
facilitates the planning of future steps. 
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